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Introduction
If a girl who looks great in a sweater and jeans, or suspenders and nothing else is the kind of gal that
gets your motor running then these D Cup honeys will have your hot rod humming! From the makers of
Swank Magazine, this is one site that always comes stacked with bodacious beauties who want to
bounce in your lap!

Adult Review
One udderly adorable milk maiden after another is paraded past you as D Cup Magazine makes the move to online
entertainment and uses high quality video to bring their pages to life.
  
  These are the women whose pictures have been cut out and taped to every locker-room and supply house door you have
ever worked near. The heaving breasts of these well packed beauties are what you have dreamed of every night for as long as
you can remember.
  
  When a D Cup model gets under you she knows her tits will quickly be clutched in your strong hands as you gain leverage
to hip thrust her into an oasis of bliss. When she gets on top of you she knows your eyes will rarely meet hers as she rides you
and your concentration is swayed by the glorious rack in front of your face.
  
  All of the affiliated properties of Swank including Velvet, Gent and Just18 magazine are included in your one membership
price. The interface of their site does a nice job of sorting the content for you and there are plenty of images and clips to
download from each.
  
  The videos are offered in small segments and as whole movies which should make both dialup and broadband users happy.
All of the videos can be downloaded free of DRM coding so they can be saved forever on your harddrive which should make
everyone happy.
  
  D Cup has access to two things that no other production team can provide and that is what sets this site apart from the rest of
its compeTITion.
  
  First, they have many years of archived images that you may recall from your youth with zeal and thousands of them are
provided to you in rich magazine quality detail.
  
  More importantly, they have access to a great number of performers and models that you simply will not find elsewhere.
That means while many sites claim to have exclusive content because it is a new exclusive movie of a girl you have seen
elsewhere many times, D Cup has true exclusive movies of girls you have never seen anywhere else.
  
  At $24.95 a month D Cup Online is even less expensive than many sites that offer far less content and D Cup updates
constantly. They are so sure of the quality of their smut that they even offer you a 3 day limited access trial membership to all
of their content for only $5.95. While the trial is limited to the first page of most content and does not include archived smut
it shows how confident they are in their quality to let you in the door to have a look around. Still, take our word for it... if you
plan to join up we suggest you do it as a monthly member so you get full access to all they offer.
  
  As if their own content was somehow not enough, the fine folks at Swank also provide you with plenty of bonus content
from great producers like Vivid and Hustler. Believe TheTongue, this membership will not leave you wondering where to
find more stuff to download.

Porn Summary
For every guy who has ever buried his face between two great big titties and given a girl a Brrrrrumsky... D Cup Magazine
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Online has plenty of what you are looking for.

Review Rating
The Tongue says 'Pound for pound the best tit site on the net!'
Quality: 88  Updates: 87 Exclusive: 97 Interface: 83
Support: 80 Unique: 82    Taste: 90        Final: 88

Porn Sites Included
Swank Magazine (90) ,Just 18 (87) ,Leg Action (83) 

Porn Niches
Amateur, Breasts, Exclusive, Hardcore, Natural, Softcore, Straight

Porn Site Review
Subscription: $24.95 Preview: 3 Days for $5.95 Billing Options: Credit Card, Other
Video & Picture: Daily Download: Unlimited DRM: Not Used
Dial-Up: Optimized Pictures: Over 1,000 Videos: -1
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